
Human Inquiry-AI-Human Empowerment:
AI in Education FAQ
This FAQ dives into the transformative role of AI in education, shedding light on how it’s reshaping teaching 
and learning. It highlights AI’s potential to tailor education to individual needs, streamline teachers’ tasks, 
and enhance school operations. Despite the excitement, OSPI cautions about issues such as privacy and 
equity. Essentially, we envision AI as a powerful ally in education by embracing a human-centered approach, 
focusing to make learning more effective and accessible, while also acknowledging the challenges that come 
with integrating technology into educational environments.

What is AI in Education?
Some key aspects of AI in education include:  
• Personalized learning, intelligent tutoring systems, and increased access to learning for students from all 

backgrounds 
• Leveraging automation in grading and administrative tasks 
• Utilizing unprecedented access to data and knowledge to inform instructional decision-making

How Can AI Improve Teaching and Learning?
AI can improve teaching and learning by increasing efficiency, personalization, and accessibility. 

Some examples of improvements include: :
• Early identification of learning disabilities and opportunities for interventions 
• Language translation and support 
• Assisting with curriculum development 
• Continuous professional learning for educators 
• Facilitating collaborative learning and enhanced engagement in class

How Does AI Personalize Learning? 
AI can use data-driven approaches and adaptive technologies to personalize educational experiences to 
individual needs. 

Some examples include: 
• Analysis of student learning and customized feedback 
• Intelligent tutoring systems and adaptive course content 
• Personalized learning schedules and study guides 
• Guidance for further study, skills development, and career interests 



What Role Can AI Play in Assessing Student Performance? 
AI can enhance efficient assessment of student performance, though it may not be appropriate for assessing 
all student outputs.  

Some appropriate uses of AI in assessment include: 
• Creating assessments that are adaptive and interactive 
• Automated grading of multiple-choice tests 
• Performance tracking over time, identification of knowledge gaps, and personalized feedback 
• Analysis of skills and competency, sentiment, and engagement 

How Can AI Support Educators? 
AI can support educators by enhancing their efficiency and effectiveness. 

Some examples include:
• Automating administrative tasks
• Language translation
• Supporting the creation of learning materials and development of curricula
• Enhancing accessibility of classroom content
• Analysis of student performance
• Professional learning plans
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How Is AI Integrated into Educational Curricula?
Integrating AI into educational curricula should take a multifaceted approach that includes not only teaching 
about AI itself, but also using AI as a tool in the classroom. 

Some ways to integrate AI into curricula include: 
• Teaching AI concepts 
• Incorporating AI into STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) education 
• Project-based learning 
• Educational games, simulations, and virtual or augmented reality experiences Enhancing accessibility of 

classroom content

How Can AI Improve Education Systems?
AI—when used responsibly—has the potential to improve educator and student experience.

Some examples of improvements include: 
• Making educational resources scalable 
• Enhanced research capabilities, including processing and analyzing large datasets 
• Fostering global learning communities by transcending language barriers and geographical boundaries 
• Efficiency and cost-effectiveness 

Are There Any Risks or Challenges Associated with AI in Education?
Yes. As with other technology that came before it, there are risks and challenges that need to be managed 
when integrating AI in education.

Some concerns include:
• Data privacy and security
• Bias in algorithms and other AI tools
• Inequitable access to technology
• Over-reliance on technology, including effects on student interactions and social skills
• Academic honesty and plagiarism
• Quality controls and fact-checking



What Are the Ethical Considerations of Using AI in Education?
Using AI ethically means using AI in ways that are responsible, safe, and beneficial.

Some considerations include:
• Bias, fairness, and cultural sensitivity and inclusion
• Data privacy and security
• Potential impacts on psychology and development
• Autonomous AI as a replacement for human decision-making
• Potential long-term consequences

What Is the Future of AI in Education?
The future of AI in education looks promising and is expected to transform how education is delivered and 
experienced.

Some key trends that are likely to shape the future of AI in education include: 
• Advanced adaptive learning systems with greater personalization 
• AI literacy and skills training 
• Emotion recognition and mental health support 
• Collaborative AI  
• Smart campus infrastructures 
• AI as a research assistant 
• Combatting educational disruption 


